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Using the composite boson many-body formalism that takes single-exciton states rather than free
carrier states as a basis, we derive the integral equation fulfilled by the exciton-exciton effective
scattering from which the role of fermion exchanges can be unraveled. For excitons made of (±1/2)-
spin electrons and (±3/2)-spin holes, as in GaAs heterostructures, one major result is that most
spin configurations lead to brightness-conserving scatterings with equal amplitude ∆, in spite of
the fact that they involve different carrier exchanges. A brightness-changing channel also exists
when two opposite-spin excitons scatter: dark excitons (2,−2) can end either in the same dark
states with an amplitude ∆e, or in opposite-spin bright states (1,−1), with a different amplitude
∆o, the number of carrier exchanges being even or odd respectively. Another major result is that
these amplitudes are linked by a striking relation, ∆e+∆o = ∆, which has decisive consequence for
exciton Bose-Einstein condensation. Indeed, this relation leads to the conclusion that the exciton
condensate can be optically observed through a bright part only when excitons have a large dipole,
that is, when the electrons and holes are well separated in two adjacent layers.
PACS numbers: 71.35.-y,03.75.Hk,73.21.Fg,34.50.Cx
In contrast to the structureless 4He, a number of
bosonic condensates have more than one component in-
herited from the internal spin and orbital degrees of
freedom of their constituents, the superfluid then being
multi-component. Dipolar Bose gases [1] and superfluid
phases of 3He [2] are prime examples. This also occurs
to excitons, which are composite bosons (cobosons for
short) made of one conduction electron and one valence
hole. Since electrons and holes carry spins, so do exci-
tons, their condensate depending on these internal de-
grees of freedom. Recently, it has been shown that sig-
natures of exciton condensates were long held back by
the missed fact that the lowest-energy states are dark
[3, 4], that is, not coupled to light. This fact precludes a
direct photoluminescence observation of exciton conden-
sate in a very dilute regime. Unambiguous optical evi-
dences for Bose-Einstein condensation are bound to the
density regime where dark and bright components coexist
coherently [5]. The expected darkening[6–10] of the exci-
ton gas upon cooling has been recently seen. Macroscopic
spatial coherence of the bright component has also been
revealed[7, 10], in this way providing the most unam-
biguous evidence for the coexistence of dark and bright
exciton condensates.
As a rule, the energy of a condensate depends weakly
on its internal degrees of freedom, all possible “spin”
phases being essentially degenerate. These degeneracies
are lifted once interactions are taken into account. One
then has to determine which combination of the com-
peting phases produces the lowest energy that rules the
macroscopic properties of the condensate. In this Letter,
we show that the relation between brightness-conserving
and brightness-changing scattering amplitudes consti-
tutes a crucial element to characterize exciton Bose-
Einstein condensates because the brightness-changing
scattering provides the only channel to introduce a bright
component into an otherwise dark condensate. The
brightness and polarization of the exciton condensate are
discussed in the light of this relation.
Having in mind GaAs heterostructures which have
electrons with spin (±1/2) and holes with spin (±3/2),
we first show that for all spin configurations in which the
brightness is conserved, the scattering amplitudes have
the same value, ∆, despite differences in the carrier ex-
changes involved. By contrast, when two opposite-spin
dark excitons, (+2) and (−2) scatter, they can either
keep their darkness or become bright with spins (+1)
and (−1), through different scattering amplitudes, ∆e or
∆o, the number of carrier exchanges involved being even
or odd respectively. We find that these scattering ampli-
tudes are linked by ∆e + ∆o = ∆, which is ultimately
reasonable because the brightness-conserving scatterings
contain even as well as odd numbers of carrier exchanges.
A salient consequence of the above relation between
scattering amplitudes is that the lowest-energy state is
optically dark in 3D and 2D systems. For these ex-
perimental topologies, the exciton condensate must be
fully dark, thus ruling out any signature such as macro-
scopic spatial coherence through photoluminescence ex-
periments. Yet, such a signature exists for bilayer het-
erostructures, with electrons and holes separately con-
fined in two adjacent layers having a sufficiently large
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FIG. 1: Shiva diagrams representing scatterings between
two excitons: (a) direct-Coulomb scattering ξ(q jp i); (b) hole-
exchange-Coulomb scattering ξinh (
q j
p i), the interaction taking
place between the “in” states (i, j); (c) hole-exchange scat-
tering λh(
q j
p i); it is equal to the electron-exchange scattering
λe(
q i
p j), shown in (d). Electrons are represented by solid lines
and holes by dashed lines.
interlayer spatial separation [5]. The lowest-energy state
then has coherent dark and bright components that allow
a photoluminescence detection of the exciton condensate
[7, 10].
Starting from 1970’s, there has been a continuous fo-
cus on the study of scattering length for semiconduc-
tor excitons [11–15]. However, the long-range charac-
ter of Coulomb potential, and mostly the lack of ap-
propriate procedure to handle carrier exchanges that
occur along with repeated fermion-fermion interactions,
have impeded significant progress. The realization, two
decades ago, of Bose-Einstein condensates in ultracold
atomic gases brought a new impetus, prompting scat-
tering length studies for fermionic-atom dimers[16–20],
and more recently for positronium atoms[21–28]. These
studies commonly use fermions as elementary quantum
objects. This includes the Pauli exclusion principle be-
tween the particle elementary constituents in the most
natural way. However, in doing so, one loses the fact
that, in a large sample volume, the two-pair scattered
states stay very close to two non-interacting states. To
take advantage of this physical fact, one has to represent
the four fermions as two cobosons while properly han-
dling fermion exchange between them. This precisely is
what the coboson many-body formalism[15, 29, 30] allows
us to do. Here, we use this formalism to reveal, through
Shiva diagrams, the fermion-exchange physics that oc-
curs between bright and dark excitons and to grasp the
topological equivalence of scattering processes that pro-
duces equal brightness-conserving scatterings.
The coboson many-body formalism introduces
(i) the energy-like direct-Coulomb scattering, ξ(q jp i),
shown in Fig. 1(a), in which the exciton in state i scat-
ters to state p while keeping its two fermions. The exci-
ton index i denotes its center-of-mass and relative-motion
degrees of freedom. ξ(q jp i) contains all possible fermion-
(q,−1)
(p,1) (i, 2)
( j,−2)(q,S)
(p, ′S ) (i,S)
( j, ′S )
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FIG. 2: (a) Brightness-conserving scattering of two excitons
(S, S′), with S=S′=(η2, η1) or (S=η2, S′=η′1) with (η, η′) =
±. (b) Brightness-changing scattering induced by hole ex-
change turns two opposite-spin dark excitons into bright ex-
citons.
fermion interactions between two excitons.
(ii) the hole-exchange scattering, λh(
q j
p i), shown in
Fig. 1(c), in which the excitons (i, j) exchange their holes,
the excitons p and i having same electron. No fermion-
fermion interaction occurs; so, this scattering is dimen-
sionless. This hole-exchange scattering is topologically
equivalent to an electron-exchange scattering within a
(i, j) permutation, λh(
q j
p i) = λe(
q i
p j), as readily seen from
their Shiva diagram representations, Figs. 1(c,d).
(iii) the “in” exchange-Coulomb scattering, defined as
ξinh (
q j
p i ) =
∑
uv λh(
q v
pu)ξ(
v j
u i), in which Coulomb interac-
tion between the “in” states (i, j), is followed by a hole
exchange (see Fig. 1(b)). A similar “out” exchange-
Coulomb scattering (not shown) has its Coulomb inter-
action between the “out” states (p, q).
In this formalism, it is easy to trace exciton spins using
the Shiva diagrams of Fig. 1, each carrier keeping its spin
when it scatters. Excitons made of s-spin electron and
m-spin hole have a total spin S = s +m. For s = ±1/2
and m = ±3/2, the exciton spin can be S = ±1 (excitons
are bright) or S = ±2 (they are dark, i.e, not coupled to
light). Three configurations can occur:
Case (1): When two excitons have opposite-spin elec-
trons and same-spin holes, (1/2,−1/2;m,m), they form
a dark and a bright exciton, (S = 2, S′ = 1) or (S =
−2, S′ = −1), depending on m. The spins, or brightness,
of these (S, S′) excitons are conserved through direct-
Coulomb scatterings and hole-exchange scatterings. The
same conclusion holds for (s, s; 3/2,−3/2) (see Fig. 2(a)).
Case (2): When two excitons have same-spin electrons
and same-spin holes, (s, s;m,m), they form two same-
spin excitons, either dark (S = ±2), or bright (S = ±1),
depending on (s,m). The spin, or brightness, of these
(S, S) excitons is conserved through direct-Coulomb scat-
terings, electron-exchange scatterings and hole-exchange
scatterings (see Fig. 2(a)).
Case (3): When two excitons have opposite-spin elec-
trons and opposite-spin holes, (1/2,−1/2; 3/2,−3/2),
they can form either two opposite-spin dark excitons,
(2,−2), or two opposite-spin bright excitons, (1,−1).
Two opposite-spin dark excitons can keep their spins, or
darkness, but they can also change into bright excitons
through an odd number of hole, or electron, exchanges
(see Fig. 2(b)). Carrier exchange opens a brightness-
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FIG. 3: Effective scattering for exciton-exciton interaction, as
given in Eq. (2).
changing channel which transforms two opposite-spin
dark excitons into bright excitons, and vice versa. These
dark-bright couplings split the dark-bright exciton quasi-
degenerate subspace, making the present problem differ-
ent from a standard elastic scattering problem. Case (3)
thus requires a novel approach compared to the previous
ones in which brightness is conserved.
Brightness-conserving scattering—The energy
difference, ∆, between the two-correlated-excitons
ground state, E2, and two single-exciton ground states,
2E1, scales as the inverse of the sample volume. It is com-
monly written in terms of the scattering length as. In 3D,
dimensional arguments give this relation as ∆ ∝ as/ML3
(for ~ = 1), the prefactor[31] being equal to 4pi.
The coboson many-body formalism gives this energy
difference as [15, 32]
∆ = E2 − 2E1 = ζˆ(0 00 0) , (1)
with ζˆ(q 0p 0) solution of the integral equation shown in
Fig. 3,
ζˆ(q 0p 0) = ζ(
q 0
p 0) +
∑
ij 6=00
ζ(q jp i)
1
E00 − Eij ζˆ(
i 0
i 0) , (2)
where Eij = Ei + Ej with Ei being the i exciton en-
ergy. The kernel scattering ζ(q jp i ) has a direct part and
an exchange part (see Fig. 4)
ζ(q jp i) = ξ(
q j
p i)− ξexch(q jp i) . (3)
The exchange part, given by [32]
ξexch(q jp i) = ξ
in(q jp i) + λ(
q j
p i)
(
Eij − E00
)
= ξout(q jp i) +
(
Epq − E00
)
λ(q jp i ) , (4)
contains the physically expected exchange-Coulomb scat-
tering, ξin(n jm i) or ξ
out(n jm i), and a less obvious part
constructed on the dimensionless carrier-exchange scat-
tering, λ(n jm i), multiplied by an energy difference that
makes it energy-like and band-gap free, as physically re-
quired. Due to this λ(n jm i) part, the kernel scattering,
which is symmetrical with respect to “in” and “out”
states as seen by taking half the sum of the two expres-
sions in Eq. (4), has the required time-reversal symme-
try, ζ(n jm i) =
(
ζ(j nim)
)∗
. Also note that, without its λ(n jm i)
part, the scattering would lead to a non-hermitian effec-
tive Hamiltonian[33].
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FIG. 4: (a) Combination of elementary scatterings that rules
the exciton-exciton effective scattering, as given in Eq. (3).
(b) Exchange part, as given by the first expression of Eq. (4).
When the two excitons have same hole spin and op-
posite electron spins, (1/2,−1/2;m,m), the exchange
scattering that appears, ξexchh (
q j
p i ), is constructed on λh,
the two excitons exchanging their same-spin holes. And,
similarly for (s, s; 3/2,−3/2) with ξexche (q jp i) constructed
on λe. For (s, s;m,m), as for two same-spin dark or
bright excitons, both electron exchange and hole ex-
change are possible, and ξexcheh (
q j
p i) is found equal to(
ξexche (
q j
p i) + ξ
exch
h (
q j
p i)
)
/2.
The first term in Eq. (2) corresponds to the Born ap-
proximation, ζˆ(0 00 0) ≃ ζ(0 00 0). Since λh(q jp i ) and λe(q jp i ) are
equal for i = j or p = q, as readily seen from the Shiva
diagrams of Fig. 1(c,d), we do have ζe(
0 0
0 0) = ζh(
0 0
0 0) =
ζeh(
0 0
0 0). So, exchanging a hole or an electron or both pro-
duces the same scattering amplitude at the Born level.
This result remains true at all orders in interaction. It
is a direct consequence of ξ(q jp i) = ξ(
p i
q j) and
ξexchh (
p i
q j) = ξ
exch
h (
q j
p i) = ξ
exch
e (
q i
p j) = ξ
exch
e (
p j
q i ) , (5)
which follows from the topological equivalence of their
Shiva diagrams. These relations readily give ξexchh (
q 0
p 0 ) =
ξexche (
p 0
q 0 ) = ξ
exch
e (
q 0
p 0 ). So, the first-order terms in
Eq. (2) are all the same whatever fermion exchanges are
involved, ζh(
q 0
p 0) = ζe(
q 0
p 0) = ζeh(
q 0
p 0). Now consider the
second-order term in Eq. (2). The one for two excitons
having same hole spin can be rewritten as∑
ij 6=00
ζh(
q j
p i)
1
E00−Eij ζh(
j 0
i 0 ) =
∑
ij 6=00
(
ξ(q jp i )− ξexchh (q jp i )
) 1
E00−Eij ζe(
i 0
j 0) , (6)
in which we can replace ξexchh (
q j
p i) by ξ
exch
e (
q i
p j). Inter-
changing the dummy indices (i, j) in this exchange part
then gives the above RHS as∑
ij 6=00
ζe(
q j
p i)
1
E00 − Eij ζe(
j 0
i 0 ) , (7)
with ζe possibly replaced by ζeh through a similar pro-
cedure. By iterating the argument, we end up with
4ζˆh(
q 0
p 0) = ζˆe(
q 0
p 0) = ζˆeh(
q 0
p 0). The key for this surpris-
ing equivalence is that these scatterings start with two
same-state excitons (0, 0).
Brightness-changing scatterings—In Case (3), the
brightness-changing channel couples the two-dark-
exciton state (2,−2) to the two-bright-exciton state
(1,−1). In calculating their scatterings, one can ne-
glect the very small interband-Coulomb processes that
produce the dark-bright energy splitting, and take these
exciton states as degenerate. This degeneracy is lifted by
interactions. As shown in the Appendix, the components
of the bright state, b00, and of the dark state, d00, in the
resulting eigenstates fulfill
0 = (b00 ± d00)
(
ζˆ±eh(
0 0
0 0)−∆±
)
, (8)
where ζˆ±eh is obtained from Eq. (2) with ζ replaced by
ζ±eh = ξ∓ ξexcheh , and ∆± are the eigen-energy differences.
The above equation either gives E2 = 2E1 + ζˆ+eh(0 00 0) and
d00 = b00, or E2 = 2E1 + ζˆ−eh(0 00 0) and d00 = −b00. From
this solution, we can deduce the effective scatterings be-
tween two dark excitons (∆dd), between two bright ex-
citons (∆bb) and between a dark and a bright exciton,
(∆db,∆bd), defined through[
∆bb − ζˆ±eh ∆bd
∆db ∆dd − ζˆ±eh
] [
b00
±b00
]
= 0 . (9)
This yields
1
2
(
ζˆ+eh(
0 0
0 0) + ζˆ
−
eh(
0 0
0 0)
)
= ∆dd = ∆bb ≡ ∆e , (10a)
1
2
(
ζˆ+eh(
0 0
0 0)− ζˆ−eh(0 00 0)
)
= ∆db = ∆bd ≡ ∆o . (10b)
By noting that ∆ = ζˆ+eh(
0 0
0 0), we readily find that these
scattering amplitudes are related by
∆ = ∆e +∆o . (11)
At the Born level[30, 34], the brightness-conserving
scattering ∆e reduces to the direct-Coulomb scatter-
ing ξ(0 00 0), which is equal to zero since ξ(
nj
i i ) = 0.
The brightness-changing scattering reduces to ∆o ≃
−ξin(0 00 0) = ξD(aX/L)DRX where aX is the 3D exciton
Bohr radius, RX = 1/2µa
2
X the exciton Rydberg and D
the space dimension, with ξ3 = 26pi/3 as first obtained
by Keldysh-Kozlov[11], and ξ2 = 8pi − 315pi3/512 in 2D
for electrons and holes in the same quantum well[35], this
value turning negative when the carriers are in two dis-
tant planes[36].
The integral equation (2) allows going beyond the Born
approximation. From Eq. (10), we see that ∆o con-
tains an odd number of fermion exchanges while in ∆e,
this number is even, as physically expected because dark
and bright states are coupled by carrier exchange while
two exchanges reduce to an identity. The calculation
of ζˆ(0 00 0) requires the knowledge of the kernel scattering
ζ(j qi p ) which is given in terms of (λ, ξ, ξ
in), all of which
depend on single-exciton wave functions[29, 37]. It has
been shown that, in 3D for equal carrier masses [13],
ζˆ−eh ≃ 3ζˆ+eh ≃ 9pi(aX/L)3RX , these scatterings being
rather insensitive to mass ratios up to mh/me ≃ 10. As
ζˆ+eh = ∆, this gives ∆e ≃ −∆. By contrast, in biased
heterostructures with well-separated electrons and holes,
we expect smaller exchange contributions; so, ζˆ−eh ≃ ζˆ+eh
which will make ∆o smaller than ∆. The numerical res-
olution of the integral equations that give these effective
scatterings in the physically relevant configurations will
be addressed in a near future.
Condensate brightness and polarization—The
above scattering amplitudes between dark S = ±2 and
bright S = ±1 excitons lead to an effective Hamiltonian
Heff = εbd
∑
S=±1
B†SBS+
∆
2
∑
S=(±2,±1)
B†SB
†
SBSBS
+∆
∑
S=±2
∑
S′=±1
B†SB
†
S′BS′BS+∆e
∑
S=(2,1)
B†SB
†
−SB−SBS
+∆o
(
B†2B
†
−2B−1B1+h.c.
)
, (12)
where B†S is the S-spin exciton creation operator and
εbd is the bright-dark splitting, the dark exciton energy
being taken as zero. The relation (11) between scatter-
ing amplitudes gives Heff as H
′
eff+N̂(N̂−1)∆/2 where
N̂=
∑
S B
†
SBS is the total exciton-number operator and
H ′eff = εbd
∑
S=±1
B†SBS
−∆o
(
B†2B
†
−2−B†−1B†1
)(
B2B−2−B−1B1
)
. (13)
Standard mean-field substitution, with B†S replaced by
exp(iϕS)
√
NS , gives the energy of N = N2+N−2+N1+
N−1 excitons as E ′N+N(N−1)∆/2 with, after minimiza-
tion with respect to the phase Φ=ϕ2+ϕ−2−ϕ1−ϕ−1,
E ′N = εbd(N1+N−1)−∆o
(√
N2N−2+
|∆o|
∆o
√
N1N−1
)2
.
(14)
For N excitons created by photon absorption in S =
±1 bright states, N = N (0)1 +N (0)−1 , the number of created
electrons and holes with up or down spins are given by
N
(0)
±3/2 = N
(0)
∓1/2 = N
(0)
±1 . When dark states exist, these
carriers split between bright and dark excitons according
to N±3/2 = N±1 +N±2 and N±1/2 = N∓1 +N±2.
For long-lived carrier spins compared to the condensate
lifetime, the numbers of carriers of each species do not
change when condensation occurs; so, Nσ = N
(0)
σ for
σ = (±1/2,±3/2). This leads to N2 = N−2 ≡ Nd/2 6
N
(0)
±1 : indeed, a S = 2 exciton is created along with a
S = −2 exciton by carrier exchange between a S = 1
5and a S = −1 exciton. This already shows that the
exciton condensate always has a bright part when N
(0)
1 6=
N
(0)
−1 , and no dark part when N
(0)
1 or N
(0)
−1 is equal to
zero. Moreover, the dark part, when it exists, is such that
N2 = N−2, which makes it unpolarized—which cannot be
distinguished from linearly-polarized by using mean-field
approximation.
Actually, due to spin relaxation during the building-up
of the excitonic system, the relevant spin configuration
corresponds to N
(0)
1 = N
(0)
−1 , which leads to N1 = N−1 ≡
Nb/2. The E ′N energy then reads in terms of dark and
bright exciton numbers as
E ′N = εbdNb−
∆o
4
(
Nd+
|∆o|
∆o
Nb
)2
. (15)
For positive ∆o, as in 3D, or in 2D when the electron
and hole quantum wells are close, E ′N reduces to εbdNb−
∆oN
2/4 which is minimum for Nb = 0 whatever N : the
condensate is fully dark whatever the exciton density.
By contrast, for negative ∆o, as in 2D when the electron
and hole quantum wells are far apart [7, 10], E ′N , equal
to εbdNb + |∆o|(N − 2Nb)2/4, is minimum for a number
of bright excitons equal to Nb = (N −Nth)/2 > 0, which
imposes an exciton number N larger than a threshold
value Nth = εbd/|∆o|. The condensate then has a gray
character.
It is worth noting that a very short spin relaxation
time would release the constraintN2 = N−2. The lowest-
energy state for ∆o negative is then obtained for a fully
polarized dark condensate, N2 = 0 or N−2 = 0, whatever
the exciton density.
We have already tackled the gray character[5] of exci-
ton condensate in full generality, that is, without know-
ing the relation (11) between scattering amplitudes. By
comparing the effective Hamiltonian (12) with Eq. (6) in
Ref.[5], we are led to set: ∆ = vdb = 2vdd = 2vbb and
∆o = 2gdb; the ∆e coupling was neglected because of
its zero Born value. For long carrier-spin lifetime, a gray
condensate was found to appear under a density increase,
whatever the ∆o sign. However, if we now take into ac-
count the relation (11), we find that the threshold for
the appearance of a bright component becomes infinite
when ∆o > 0, due to a prefactor cancellation hard to
guess, relation (11) then making the existence of a gray
condensate very borderline. Experimental imperfections
affecting the energy degeneracy, like crystal strains, could
ultimately produce a gray condensate whatever the sam-
ple topology. Spin orbit coupling[38, 39] might produce
the same result. Nevertheless, the very fundamental rela-
tion (11) leads us to conclude that using dipolar excitons
was indeed an excellent idea to evidence exciton conden-
sation by optical means[7, 10].
To conclude, we have used the coboson many-body
formalism to obtain the ground-state energy of two exci-
tons whatever their carrier spins and, from it, to deduce
the various scattering amplitudes for dark and bright
excitons. This formalism allows us (i) to understand
the effects of fermion exchanges, (ii) to obtain the in-
tegral equations fulfilled by the scattering amplitudes for
brightness-conserving and brightness-changing channels,
(iii) to derive a general relation between them, remark-
able for its simplicity, ∆ = ∆e +∆o. Our approach can
be used to study other multi-component condensates.
The present work leads us to predict a darkening of
the gray condensate when the distance between electrons
and holes decreases, excitons with large dipolar momen-
tum being necessary for a bright component to exist in
the condensate. We hope that this prediction will stimu-
late more challenging experiments on exciton condensa-
tion which below a critical electron-hole separation, must
always occur in a dark state, hence impossible to “see”
through standard photoluminescence experiments.
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benefited from various visits to INSP in Paris. Work sup-
ported in part by a S.-Y.S. three-month CNRS position
and by the Ministry of Science and Technology, Taiwan
under contract MOST 104-2112-M-001.
APPENDIX
Here are the main steps of the novel procedure
to get the brightness-conserving and the brightness-
changing amplitudes when the carrier spins are
(1/2,−1/2; 3/2,−3/2). These carriers can form either
two bright excitons (1,−1) or two dark excitons (2,−2),
coupled by carrier exchanges. This leads us to look for
the two-exciton eigenstate as
|Ψ2〉 =
∑
ij
bijB
†
i;1B
†
j;−1|v〉+
∑
ij
dijB
†
i;2B
†
j;−2|v〉 . (16)
where |v〉 denotes the vacuum state. When used into the
Schro¨dinger equation projected over 〈v|Bq;−1Bp;1, we get
0=(Epq − E2)bpq +
∑
ij
(
ξ(q jp i)bij − ξexche (q jp i)dij
)
(17)
with a similar equation when projected over
〈v|Bq;−2Bp;2.
By adding and subtracting the two resulting equations
and by writing them for (p, q) = (0, 0) and (p, q) 6= (0, 0),
it becomes easy to recover[32] the two coupled equations
(8) by iteration.
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Supplemental Materials
(1) Links between coboson scatterings
We here present some key results of the coboson many-
body formalism that are useful for the present work. De-
tails can be found in Refs.[29,30].
(i) The direct-Coulomb scattering shown in Fig. 1(a)
follows from two commutators[
H,B†i
]
−
= EiB
†
i +B
†
i , (18)[
V †i , B
†
j
]
−
=
∑
pq
ξ(q jp i)B
†
pB
†
q . (19)
(ii) The carrier exchange scatterings shown in
Figs. 1(c,d) follow from other two commutators[
B†p, B
†
i
]
−
= δpi −Dpi , (20)[
Dpi, B
†
j
]
−
=
∑
q
(
λh(
q j
p i ) + λe(
q j
p i)
)
B†q . (21)
In previous works that do not concern spins, we had set
λh(
q j
p i) = λe(
q i
p j) ≡ λ(q jp i) for convenience.
(iii) From the energy-like direct-Coulomb scattering
ξ(q jp i) and the dimensionless Pauli scattering λ(
q j
p i), we
can construct two exchange-Coulomb scatterings depend-
ing on if the carrier exchange takes place before or after
the Coulomb process, namely
ξin(q jp i) =
∑
uv
λ(q vp u)ξ(
v j
u i) , (22)
ξout(q jp i) =
∑
uv
ξ(q vp u)λ(
v j
u i) =
[
ξin(j qi p )
]∗
. (23)
(iv) Exchange-Coulomb scatterings are linked by
ξin(q jp i)− ξout(q jp i) = (Epq − Eij)λ(q jp i ) , (24)
that can be checked by calculating 〈v|BpBqHB†iB†j |v〉
with H acting on the right and on the left.
(v) The above relation is the key to show that the ex-
change part ξexch(j qi p ) of the kernel scattering ζ(
j q
i p ) takes
two forms, as written in Eq. (4). By averaging these two
forms, the exchange part takes a symmetric form with
respect to “in” states (i, j) and “out” states (p, q),
ξexch(j qi p ) = ξ
in(q jp i)+ξ
out(q jp i)+
(
Epq + Eij
2
− E00
)
λ(q jp i) ,
(25)
which readily fulfills
[
ξexch(q jp i)
]∗
= ξexch(j qi p ), as required
from time-reversal symmetry.
(2) Two-exciton energy
7We use the coboson many-body formalism to solve
the two-exciton Schro¨dinger equation, (H − E2)|Ψ2〉 =
0 when they do not form a bound molecular state,
knowing the full set of single-exciton eigenstates (H −
Ei)B
†
i;s,m|v〉 = 0 where |v〉 denotes the vacuum state.
The i exciton creation operator reads in terms of elec-
tron and hole creation operators, (a†
k,s, b
†
k,m), as B
†
i;s,m =∑
ke,kh
a†
ke,s
b†
kh,m
〈kh,ke|i〉. Conversely, a†ke,sb
†
kh,m
=∑
iB
†
i;s,m〈i|ke,kh〉.
(1) Carrier spins (s,−s;m,m)
The relation between free-pair operators and exciton
operators allows us to look for the two-exciton eigenstates
when the two excitons have same hole spin and opposite
electron spins, as
|Ψ2〉 =
∑
(· · · )a†
ke,s
a†
k′
e
,−sb
†
kh,m
b†
k′
h
,m
=
∑
ij
cijB
†
i;s,mB
†
j;−s,m|v〉 (26)
Knowing[29, 30] that
(H−Eij)B†i;s,mB†j;−s,m|v〉 =
∑
pq
B†p;s,mB
†
q;−s,mξ(
q j
p i)|v〉 ,
(27)
the two-exciton Schro¨dinger equation appears as
0=
∑
ij
{
(Eij−E2)cij+
∑
pq
ξ(j qi p )cpq
}
B†i;s,mB
†
j;−s,m|v〉 .
(28)
To determine the cij ’s, we project the above equation
over 〈v|Bq;−s,mBp;s,m. Knowing[29, 30] that
〈v|Bq;−s,mBp;s,mB†i;s,mB†j;−s,m|v〉 = δpiδqj − λh(q jp i) ,
(29)
we get
0=(Epq−E2)cpq+
∑
ij
(
ξ(q jp i)−ξinh (q jp i)−λh(q jp i)(Eij−E2)
)
cij .
(30)
Since E1 = E0, we can rewrite the above equation, for
∆ = E2 − 2E1, as
0 = (Epq−E00−∆)cpq+
∑
ij
(
ζh(
q j
p i)+λh(
q j
p i)∆
)
cij , (31)
with ζh = ξ−ξexchh , the exchange part, defined in Eq. (4)
being constructed on λh. Next, we note that (ζ, λ,∆) all
scale as one over the sample volume; so, the product ∆λh
is negligible in front of ζh and (Epq − E00) for (p, q) 6=
(0, 0).
In a last step, we write Eq. (31) for (p, q) = (0, 0) and
for (p, q) 6= (0, 0) and we iterate. This readily yields
0 = c00
(
ζˆh(
0 0
0 0)−∆
)
, (32)
where ζˆh is solution of the integral equation (2) with ζ re-
placed by ζh. Since c00 differs from zero because (B
†
0)
2|v〉
constitutes the dominant part of the |Ψ2〉 ground state,
we end for this spin configuration with ∆ = ζˆh(
0 0
0 0).
When the two excitons have the same electron spin and
opposite hole spins, (s, s;m,−m), we obtain the same
equation (12) with ζˆh replaced by ζˆe.
(2) Carrier spins (s, s;m,m)
We follow the above procedure with the two-exciton
ground state written as |Ψ2〉 =
∑
ij cijB
†
i;s,mB
†
j;s,m|v〉
and we obtain the same equation (28) with −s re-
placed by s. Difference comes when projecting over
〈v|Bq;s,mBp;s,m because the scalar product now has four
terms
〈v|Bq;s,mBp;s,mB†i;s,mB†j;s,m|v〉
= δpiδqj + δqiδpj − λh(q jp i)− λe(q jp i) . (33)
The δ parts of the scalar product lead to a contribution
which reads as
(Epq − E2)(cpq + cqp) +
∑
ij
(
ξ(q jp i) + ξ(
p j
q i )
)
cij , (34)
while the exchange parts lead to
−
∑
ij
(
ξinh (
q j
p i)+ξ
in
e (
p j
q i )+
(
λh(
q j
p i)+λe(
p j
q i )
)(
Eij−E2
))
cij .
(35)
Using Eq. (5), we then get, for c¯pq = (cpq + cqp)/2,
0 = (Epq − E00 −∆)c¯pq +
∑
ij
ζh(
q j
p i) + ζe(
q j
p i)
2
c¯ij (36)
We end up with ∆ = ζˆeh(
00
00) where ζˆeh follows from
Eq. (2) with ζ replaced by ζeh = (ζe + ζh)/2.
(3) Carrier spins (s,−s;m,−m)
With carrier spins (1/2,−1/2; 3/2,−3/2), we can form
either two bright excitons (1,−1) or two dark excitons
(2,−2) which are coupled by carrier exchanges. This
leads us to look for |Ψ2〉 as
|Ψ2〉 =
∑
ij
bijB
†
i;1B
†
j;−1|v〉+
∑
ij
dijB
†
i;2B
†
j;−2|v〉 . (37)
When used into the two-exciton Schro¨dinger equation, we
get essentially the same equation (28) with a bright part
plus a dark part. Difference again comes when projecting
this equation over bright and dark exciton states because
〈v|Bq;−SBp;SB†i;SB†j;−S |v〉 = δpiδqj (38)
for S = (1, 2), while
〈v|Bq;−1Bp;1B†i;2B†j;−2|v〉 = −λe(q jp i) (39)
This gives the projection over 〈v|Bq;−1Bp;1 as
0=(Epq − E2)bpq +
∑
ij
(
ξ(q jp i)bij − ξexche (q jp i)dij
)
. (40)
8By symmetrizing this equation with respect to (p, q), we
get, for b¯pq = (bpq + bqp)/2 and d¯pq = (dpq + dqp)/2,
0 = (Epq − E2)b¯pq +
∑
ij
(
ξ(q jp i)b¯ij − ξexche (q jp i)d¯ij
)
, (41)
where ξexche can be replaced by ξ
exch
eh since ξ
exch
e (
q j
p i) =
ξexchh (
q i
p j). The projection over 〈v|Bq;−2Bp;2 produces a
similar equation with (b, d) interchanged.
By adding and subtracting these two coupled equa-
tions, we obtain
0 = (Epq − E00 −∆)a¯(±)pq +
∑
ij
ζ
(±)
eh (
q j
p i)a¯
(±)
ij , (42)
where a¯
(±)
pq = (b¯pq ± d¯pq)/2 and ζ(±)eh = ξ ∓ ξexcheh . This
leads to 0 = a¯
(±)
00
(
ζˆ
(±)
eh (
00
00)−∆
)
, where ζˆ
(±)
eh again follows
from Eq. (2) with ζ replaced by ζ
(±)
eh .
